Key Category Background –
Women’s Weeklies
•

Nationally The Women’s Weeklies Category is worth £128m p.a. Only Youth and Children’s titles generate more revenue for the Newstrade.

•

Frontline have 11 Women’s Weekly titles in the National top 100 rankings, published by Bauer Media, D C Thomson, and Hearst. As well as Women’s weekly magazines
Frontline also has Yours Magazine which is the UK’s best-selling fortnightly lifestyle magazine for Women which is ranked 19.

•

The market breaks out into Traditional Women’s Weeklies and Celebrity Weeklies…
•

Traditional Weeklies make up the bulk of the market with annual sales of £94.5m. Frontline are the major player in this segment with 61% market share, and three of
the top four ranked titles: Take a Break, Bella and People’s Friend.

•

Celebrity Weeklies are worth £33.5m nationally. Frontline have 50% share of this market and have the two highest ranked titles: Closer and Heat. Whilst not selling the
same volumes as during the Celebrity peak of the noughties, they are still key titles on the News stand, and remain top 20 titles.

•

Brand extensions and specials have become an increasingly important contributor of complimentary revenues to the Women’s Weekly Category. Frontline produce 10 regular
frequency specials, and these generate over £10m to the trade. These include Take a Break Monthly, Peoples Friend Special, and That’s Life Monthly.

•

For NewsPro members the Frontline Women’s Weeklies are worth £1.3m p.a. and have performed fantastically during Covid and beyond. In fact, underlying like for like sales
of Frontline Traditional Weeklies are +0.5% when comparing the period Nov21-Jan22, with the same period two years ago (ie. before Covid).

•

In 2021 the average NewsPro member generated £1,275 RSV p.a. from Frontline’s Women’s Weeklies!

•

The Summer period kicking off with June, is a key seasonal peak for Women’s Weeklies. Last year NewsPro members saw sales increase by 5.5% between June and August,
compared with the preceding five months.

•

To maximise your sales, display these promoted issues front of fixture, and where possibly fully faced within your Women’s magazine section. Do not early return.

•

To reflect that not every member has the same amount of space we have not allocated every title to ever member. If you feel you need more copies, please contact your
wholesaler, or alternatively please email your store details to the NFRN Contact centre

Heat
Frequency: Weekly
On Sale: 07/06/2022, 14/06/2022, 21/06/2022 and 28/06/2022
Cover Price: £2.25
Target Store Numbers: All stores (weighted supply increase to Top 250)
National Ranking: 15

•

Insert Cover Here
•
•
•

Heat magazine is famous for its unique perspective, witty tone, and unwavering
insight into the world of celebrity news and entertainment, heat magazine is the
must-have weekly magazine.
Plus, we don't stop there, we give REAL fashion and beauty advice and cover all
your lifestyle needs, from the new fitness craze to try, the hottest places to holiday
and the insta-famous food trends of the moment.
Plus, our Unmissables guide in every issue gives readers trusted advice about the
hottest entertainment picks of the week - something you won't find anywhere
else
Not only is the title fun, but content is delivered with Humour!

Closer
Frequency: Weekly
On Sale: 07/06/2022, 14/06/2022, 21/06/2022 and 28/06/2022
Cover Price: £2.10
Target Store Numbers: All stores (weighted supply increase to Top 250)
National Ranking: 18

•

Insert Cover Here

•
•
•

Closer magazine is the weekly gossip mag where you can enjoy all the latest
celebrity exclusives and true real-life stories.
Every issue is full of must-read articles on fashion and beauty whilst giving expert
advice on relationships, diet and health too.
You'll also find a 17-page TV & Film Guide for the week too!
There are also horoscopes, Puzzles and so much more!

Bella
Frequency: Weekly
On Sale: 07/06/2022, 14/06/2022, 21/06/2022 and 28/06/2022
Cover Price: £1.40
Target Store Numbers: All stores (weighted supply increase to Top 250)
National Ranking: 9

Insert Cover Here

•
•

•

Bella magazine is the must-have classic women's weekly for the modern woman.
Alongside celebrity features revealing the inner secrets, gossip and style tips of
Britain's favourite stars, each Tuesday Bella Magazine offers a weekly fix of
compelling real life stories as well as classic features and articles covering fashion,
beauty, health and food and travel.
Bella is the no.1 classic woman's weekly lifestyle magazine. It combines insightful,
often shocking true life stories with practical style and lifestyle advice, as well as
celebrity gossip.

My Weekly
Frequency: Weekly
On Sale: 07/06/2022, 14/06/2022, 21/06/2022 and 28/06/2022
Cover Price: £1.60
Target Store Numbers/Grades: All Newspro Stores
National Ranking: 27

Insert Cover Here

My Weekly is your feel good read, packed with inspirational and
entertaining features. There’s interviews with your favourite
celebrities, show-stopping cookery that has to be seen to be
believed, compelling fiction including crime, romance and humour,
and a selection of brain-teasing puzzles to test your brainpower!
The extensive lifestyle section will have you looking and feeling
great! We have the latest fashion and beauty news, health and
wellbeing advice from our experts and we’ve even got your home
and garden covered! There’s something for everyone, so don’t miss
out on My Weekly, on sale every Tuesday.

My Weekly Special
Frequency: Monthly
On Sale: #89 02/06/2022 and #90 30/06/2022
Cover Price: £3.99
Target Store Numbers: Top 250 stores
National Ranking: 319

Insert Cover Here

Summer is here and we are celebrating in style in My Weekly
Special, In #89 we catch up with the lovely Brenda Blethyn, who
talks to us about her life and career. We also get into the mood for
the holiday season with a deep dive in to some beautifully exotic
locations! It’s packed with fabulous summer reading.
Then in #90, in this year of the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee, we look
at the places Her Majesty calls home. It’s a wonderful exploration
of castles and palaces, with lovely gardens too! There’s so much to
read and enjoy in My Weekly Special every month. It’s your perfect
companion, so get your copy today!

Peoples Friend
Frequency: Weekly
On Sale: see below
Cover Price: £1.70
Target Store Numbers/Grades: All Newspro Stores
National Ranking: 10

Insert Cover Here

PF June 4, on sale 1/6
We're celebrating the Platinum Jubilee weekend in style with a specially commissioned cover painting of Windsor Castle and a
host of stories and features inspired by the special place the Queen holds in the heart of "Friend" readers.
PF June 11 on sale 8/6
The impressive Falkirk Wheel features on this week's cover, along with a fascinating article on this unique engineering
achievement. Other highlights include the puffins of the Isle of May, expert health advice on living with alopecia and a free
pattern for a cute dress to knit for a toddler.
PF June 18 on sale 15/6
Keen crafters will love making our stone art project in this issue! We also have a money-off voucher for a great new Pan
Macmillan paperback, expert gardening advice and an insight into the life of a professional dog photographer - complete with
adorable pictures.
PF June 25 on sale 22/6
Beautiful Langholm in Dumfries and Galloway is this week's cover star! Inside you'll find a 4-ply summer top to knit, hints and
tips on living a more sustainable life and a celebration of 200 years of the Royal Highland Show.
PF July 2 on sale 29/6
This week's issue is packed with expert advice to help you look after your health and finances - and even your pets. We pay
tribute to the life and career of TV personality Bamber Gascoigne, and showcase the great work being done by Chefs In Schools.

Peoples Friend Special
Frequency: Monthly
On Sale: see below
Cover Price: £3.99
Target Store Numbers/Grades: Top 500 Newspro Stores
National Ranking: 96

Insert Cover Here

PF Special 227, on sale 15/6
100 pages packed with great reading, with 20 new short stories, an eight-page
murder mystery long read, puzzles, cookery, craft and much more.
PF Special 228, on sale 6/7
Our 100-page Summer Special is packed with sunshine reading! With eight
pages of puzzles, 20 sunny short stories and a host of inspiring features with
ideas for days out, it will keep you entertained on long summer days.
.

Yours
Frequency: Fortnightly
On Sale: Issue 404 - 14/6/22
Issue 405 - 28/6/22
Barcode: 404 - 14/6/22 – 977095798590324 – Cover Price - £2.20
405 - 28/6/22 – 977095798528626 – Cover Price - £1.85
Target Store Numbers/Grades: All stores
National Ranking: 19
USP: Britain’s No.1 Fortnightly

Insert Cover Here

What is Yours?
Yours magazine is a friendly community where every fortnight you can share stories
and laughter. You will find all kinds of tips and expert advice on topics that matter in
your life, from financial guidance to travel. Discover the latest health and beauty tips,
fashion trends and interviews with your favourite stars. Plus, each issue includes
healthy and delicious recipes, puzzles, prizes to be won and discount offers!
Readership
Yours readers are 93% female, over the age of 50 of which 60% are retired.

Not actual Frontcover

Issue 404 on sale 14/6/22 special bumper issue priced at £2.20 – 2 magazines in 1 –
Short story and quiz special.

Yours Retro
Frequency: Monthly
On Sale: Issue 50 - 26/5/22
Barcode: 977239761100850
Cover Price: £3.99
Target Store Numbers/Grades: Where ranged
National Ranking: 159
USP: The only retro title that celebrates the stars we love

Insert Cover Here

What is Yours Retro
Revisit the 50's, 60's and 70's. From the TV we loved to the stars we adored and the
toys we obsessed over - a monthly dose of everything nostalgic.
Readership
Yours Retro readers are 80% female of which 54% are retired. Yours Retro appeals to
consumers looking for nostalgia but also those interested in retro and vintage.

Not actual Frontcover

Issue 50 - To celebrate our 50th issue we’ve chosen the 50 greatest movie quotes of all
time – is your favourite on our list? And in Jubilee season we applaud England’s other
Elizabeth – exploring how Liz Taylor never forgot her British roots. We go behind the
scenes of On the Waterfront, discovering the politics that helped forge a classic. For
TV fans we look back on Planet of the Apes, Space 1999 and Eighties cop drama The
Gentle Touch.

Women’s Special Series
Frequency: Monthly
On Sale: Retro Special 1 - 02/06/22
Barcode: 502646916803267
Cover Price: £3.99
Target Store Numbers/Grades: Top 250 Newspro stores
National Ranking: 350

•

Insert Cover Here
•
•
•

This is the Frontcover

Alfred Hitchcock is one of the most enduring and complex figures from the classic
days of Hollywood. A master storyteller, his films were ground-breaking and
continue to intrigue, excite, and inspire to this day.
This definitive A-Z guide will explore both his catalogue of work and his unique
personality.
Alongside detailed explorations of his films, we will look at the childhood
experiences that helped form his psyche, the obsessions that fuelled him and the
relationships that sustained him.
This Women’s Special Series Yours Retro special is a collectors’ edition packed with
fascinating facts and rarely seen behind the scenes photos – it’s a must-have for
classic film fans.

Take a Break
Frequency: Weekly
On Sale: 2/6, 9/6, 16/6 and 23/6
Cover Price: £1.15
Target Store Numbers/Grades: All Newspro Stores
National Ranking: 4

To be confirmed.

Insert Cover Here

Take a Break Monthly
Frequency: Monthly
On Sale: 16/6
Cover Price: £2.30
Target Store Numbers/Grades: TBC
National Ranking: 34

To be confirmed.

Insert Cover Here

That’s Life
Frequency: Weekly
On Sale: 2/6, 9/6, 16/6 and 23/6
Cover Price: 85p
Target Store Numbers/Grades: All Newspro Stores
National Ranking: 16

To be confirmed.

Insert Cover Here

That’s Life Monthly
Frequency: Monthly
On Sale: 30/05
Cover Price: £1.90
Target Store Numbers/Grades: TBC
National Ranking: 150

To be confirmed.

Insert Cover Here

